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Among the oldest unsolved mysteries of planetary astronomy is
the nature of the Ashen Light of Venus, the elusive (or should we
say illusive?) glow of the planet’s night-side which resembles the
phenomenon of the ‘New Moon in the Old Moon’s Arms’. The
latter, as Leonardo da Vinci first realised, is the faint glow due to
the light from the brilliant Earth being reflected onto the Moon’s
night side. Venus, however, is not the satellite of a brighter planet,
and so it should not show such an effect. And yet − beginning
with an observation by Giovanni Riccioli as far back as 1643 − a
faint glow of Venus’ night-side, sometimes described as coppery,
sometimes as ashen or grey, has been seen from time to time by
many observers of the planet.

A potpourri of AL observations

It is safe to say that illusory effects are always an issue with a
planet as bright and difficult to observe as Venus. With a planet
that passes through phases like the Moon, there is, first, sugges-
tion:  the tendency to see what one expects to see. Also, especially
with thin crescents, sometimes exhibiting horn extensions, the well-
known tendency to figure-completion may enter in, together with
various colour artifacts related to the context in which they are
viewed (e.g. simultaneous contrasts). Then, too, scattering of light
by poor optical systems (and spider diffraction in secondary mir-
ror supports in some reflecting telescopes) is a significant problem
− though admittedly it cannot explain all observations, such as
those by BAA member David Gray with a 41 cm Dall−Kirkham, as
in that case the secondary is fixed to an optical window rather than
a metal-vaned support.

It is likely that suggestion (analogy to the case of earthshine
on the Moon) and poor optics may have been at work in the case
of Riccioli himself. He used a non-achromatic refractor that (by
today’s standards) must be considered primitive. In some cases,
more exotic effects may be involved: for instance, Maxwell’s spot
or Haidinger’s brush involve the perception of dark patches rela-
tive to a blue sky, sometimes appearing brownish in colour.1
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Though one would not expect Haidinger’s brush at inferior con-
junction, because of the low polarisation of sky light at small
elongations, there may be instrumental polarisation (not expected,
however, in a reflector) or other complications.

The bright sky near the Sun would cause pupil contraction,
which might also modify the optical effects.2 Notably, as a precau-
tion, the great BAA Venus Section Director Henry McEwen often
observed Venus with a special eyepiece made by Hilger in which
the bright field could be contracted.

Despite a veritable minefield of potential confounds, there ex-
ists a residue of reports of the AL that simply cannot be dismissed
offhand. Consider, for instance, the following observation by the
Revd T. W. Webb, a meticulous 19th century observer: ‘On Jan. 31...
after having many times looked for it in vain in former years, I saw
it, without specially thinking about it, with powers of about 90 and
212 on my 9.38-in. [238mm] mirror, coming out at intervals rather
paler and browner than the twilight sky, and equally visible when
the bright crescent was hidden by a field bar.’3

Compilations of observations going back to Riccioli’s observa-
tion of 1643 have been prepared by Baum4 and Corliss.5 Also worth
noting is a recent summa-
tion by McKim of the life
work of two BAA stalwarts,
Henry McEwen and Patrick
Moore.6 Unfortunately,
however, there is no satis-
factory catalogue of post-
1900 AL observations.
These lists to some extent
resemble TLP (transient lu-
nar phenomena) compila-
tions, in that they present a
great deal of data whose re-
liability is sometimes diffi-
cult to weigh, and which
tend to be dominated by re-
ports of only a few observ-

Figure 1. Venus ashen light, 1962 Nov. 12, 19:00
UT. Sketch by D. Cruikshank, notebook 2, p.94.

The Ashen Light, a feeble glowing or colouration of the night-side of Venus, has been discussed ever
since Riccioli reported it in 1643. It has been frequently, if intermittently, seen, under various guises,
ever since; and though illusion (e.g. a contrast effect) has been suspected, its reality as a physical
phenomenon of the planet has often been supported by observers. Theories to explain it are
numerous and some have been rather far-fetched. In recent years, the most plausible have been a
glimpse in the visible range of thermal emission from the hot lower atmosphere of the planet, or
a glow produced by ultraviolet-, electron-, or ion-excited oxygen molecules in the upper atmos-
phere of the night-side. Two of the authors, Sheehan and Brasch, made a systematic study during the
favourable Eastern elongation of spring 2012, consisting of visual observations and CCD images
through a number of different telescopes and filters. With a special green filter, they recorded a
glow. Artificial planet observations and imaging similar to those employed by previous investiga-
tors were also carried out, and showed similar features. We conclude that in all probability none of
the known physical phenomena of Venus can explain the Ashen Light. Our evidence strongly sup-
ports the illusion theory.
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ers, sometimes using quite small telescopes; for instance, the many
spurious observations of Bartlett, a one-time ALPO Venus Recorder,
dominate some years. Some of the most definite observations have,
in fact, been reported with instruments as small as 3 inches (76mm),
while some very experienced observers such as W. R. Dawes and E.
E. Barnard never saw the Ashen Light.

A recent series of observations solicited as part of the AL ob-
serving campaign in 19887,8 featured many dates where reports
were due to a single observer, D. Niechoy, though there are at least
some dates when more than one observer reported it on the same
night. Cruikshank, on the basis of his experience as ALPO Venus
Recorder in the 1950s and 1960s, concluded that: ‘Many of the...
reports... can be dismissed as illusory. This seems harsh, but con-
sidering the highly variable observing conditions under which
Venus observations are made, particularly in terms of the relative
brightness of the illuminated crescent and the background sky,
the detection of the faint glow of the dark hemisphere becomes a
rather subjective judgment. The issue is one of contrast among
the three brightness levels: sky, the illuminated crescent of Venus,
and the dark hemisphere of the planet. The size of the crescent and
the time of day of observations (dark, twilight, or daylight sky)
determine to a great extent the level of contrast sensitivity and
discrimination that the eye can achieve at a given observing ses-
sion. And, these considerations are quite apart from the important
influence of the telescope and the magnification chosen on the
contrast of the image...’9

There are some significant problems and inconsistencies with
the reports. To begin with, the term ‘Ashen Light’ is used, some-
times rather indiscriminately, to refer to any of three cases:

I The night-side of Venus appears paler, the same brightness but
a different colour, or darker against a bright twilight or daylight
sky background. Webb’s report above mentions the night-side
of Venus appearing paler than the twilight sky against which it
was viewed. Another observer of the period, the English instru-
ment-maker John Browning, saw the planet’s dark side during
the twilight on at least twenty evenings in 1870 March, always
darker than the background sky.10 The ‘darker than the sky’
phenomenon, at least, has generally been dismissed as an illu-
sion, and we will say no more about it here.

II The planet is observed near inferior conjunction, inevitably
against a bright sky background or even in daylight. At this
time the extensions of the horns of the planet, due to forward-
scattering of sunlight by the planet’s atmosphere, are promi-
nent, and may extend entirely around the planet to form a com-
plete ring.

IIIThe classic case, which may be described as the ‘Ashen Light’
proper, in which the night-side of the planet appears as a brighter
glow against a darker sky background (like the ‘old Moon in the
young Moon’s arms’).

‘Ashen Light’ observations of Venus
near inferior conjunction

An observation of Type II was made, after several days of observ-
ing Venus, on 1962 November 12, the actual day of inferior con-
junction, by co-author Cruikshank and his colleague W. K. Hart-
mann, who were then both graduate students of G. P. Kuiper at the

University of Arizona and later went on to become professional
planetary astronomers. Cruikshank & Hartmann saw the night-
side within an encircling ring against the bright background sky,
and were furthermore aware of a distinctly perceptible colour dif-
ference (Figure 1): ‘We were in the midst of a several-week series
of visual estimates of the angular extent of the Venus cusps in an
effort to determine by Henry Norris Russell’s method the height of
the scattering layer above the cloud deck in the planet’s atmos-
phere. After several days of observing and sketching the extent of
the cusps, on the actual day of inferior conjunction (Nov. 12, 1962),
we independently noted that the dark hemisphere of Venus (en-
tirely encircled by the extended cusps, as the planet was only a
few degrees from the Sun) was glowing with a different colour
than the blue of the background sky. As shown in our independ-
ent sketches (made with a 12-inch telescope and freshly cleaned
optics), the coloured glow was not uniform across the dark side,
but was more pronounced near the crescent. The appearance re-
sembled a slight addition of yellowish or orange light to the normal
blue sky. We were both convinced that the Ashen Light in this
instance was not visible as a prominent brightening, but rather as
a slightly different colouration inside the extended cusps...’9

The fact that the light was not so much a brightening but a
different colouration and that the colouration was yellowish or
orange relative to the blue sky is strongly suggestive of comple-
mentary colour contrast. The colours of a planet seen in the eye-
piece correspond to what is referred to as ‘aperture’ or ‘film’ mode
(with no gray context); apparently what happens is that the visual
system turns up the gain on the chroma when presented with a
scene of limited colour gamut.10 On a planet like Mars, the human
visual system’s enhancement of low-contrast images causes the
complex display of low-saturation yellow-orange to be revealed as
an exaggerated gamut of colours extending from ochre to intense
blue-green.11,12 In the same manner, it is likely that Cruikshank &
Hartmann, viewing the encircled neutral grey-tone of the night-
side of Venus within the yellowish circle of the horn-extensions
against a bright blue sky background, would have perceived com-
plementary colours (yellowish or orange) within the disk.

The  Ashen Light: the classic case

The classic case of the AL, Type III, involves neither the night-
side appearing darker than the bright background sky nor a differ-
ent colouring of the night-side near inferior conjunction, but the
case where the night-side appears paler than the dark background
sky. A typical observation of this sort was made on 1883 January 8,
a month after the 1882 transit of Venus. Observing when Venus
was at maximum brilliancy and 24% illuminated, C. V. Zenger of
Prague found the whole disk ‘splendidly visible... the most impor-
tant feature of the observation was the ring, that I could detect all
round the disk (dark part and crescent), of brownish-red colour,
more pronounced on the illuminated side than on the dark part of
the limb, but of a peculiar coppery hue.’13

In observations of this type, sometimes the ring may be only
subliminally present; thus one observer may see it explicitly, while
another does not. Admittedly, the visibility of the ring should make
one wary of possible subjective effects, like the complementary
colour-contrast phenomenon mentioned above.

It is said that the AL is most often visible when the Sun−Earth−
Venus phase angle is 25 to 46°.14 Only 10% of AL sightings occur
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when the phase angle is less than 25°, which may be related to the
difficulty of observing Venus against a really dark sky. It is more
often seen in the evening after dusk than in the morning before
dawn, almost certainly because observers, being human, have a
preference for the more convenient evening sky windows. As with
TLP, there seem to be periods of particularly numerous reports,
and periodicities − for instance, a relationship to the solar cycle −
have long been suspected.

For instance, there were many reports in 1953, not only in Brit-
ain but also in the USA, where the phenomenon was widely seen
by members of ALPO, including Clyde Tombaugh with the 61cm OG
at Flagstaff. 1953 seems to have been a period of particular activ-
ity. A particularly noteworthy coincidence in impressions was re-
ported by Baum; using a 3-inch Cooke refractor and a 6.5-inch
reflector at Chester, he saw the dark side glowing at the same time
as the skilful observer M. B. B. Heath, two hundred miles away and
not in contact, did so, as they found out only later.

There was another flurry of reports during 1956 and 1957, which
coincided with the sunspot maximum. The peak occurred during
the spring elongation of Venus of 1956, when the AL was recorded
by dozens of observers, members of both the BAA and ALPO,
over a fortnight or more. Though the correlation with that particu-
lar sunspot maximum is intriguing, other sunspot maxima have
come and gone without producing any increase in observations of
the AL. In particular, positive reports of the AL showed no clear
correlation with solar activity or solar wind events recorded by the
Pioneer Venus orbiter spacecraft, and so any correlation with so-
lar activity must be regarded as doubtful, or at least uncertain.

Proposed explanations of the  AL

Though clearly the AL database is not easy to interpret due to
inconsistencies in what is meant by the term, incomplete informa-
tion regarding the circumstances of particular observations, and
observer bias, there are enough credible reports to encourage se-
rious investigation. In particular, simultaneous observations by
two or more individuals are obviously more credible than isolated
reports. In addition to the previously mentioned observations by
Baum and Heath in 1953 and Hartmann and Cruikshank in 1962,
other noteworthy reports include one by Patrick Moore and Paul
Doherty (and Woody, Patrick’s housekeeper) on 1980 May 27,15

and independent observations on 1985 March 19 by David Green-
wood at Morecambe, UK and Thomas A. Dobbins at Coshocton,
Ohio, USA.16 Assuming that at least a few of the observations
record a real phenomenon of the planet, what can the physical
explanation possibly be?

One might think that the luminescent glow of an entire hemi-
sphere of the closest planet to the Earth would have been re-
corded convincingly in photographs, spectrograms, or by other
techniques available to giant telescopes; or that it would have
been detected by the numerous spacecraft that have orbited Ve-
nus, penetrated its atmosphere, or landed on its surface. Such,
however, is not the case. While there have been some tantalising
clues, and some phenomena observed with spacecraft may, as we
discuss, be related to the AL, there has never been a convincing
correlation between the faint luminescence reported by visual ob-
servers and measurements made by modern techniques. Thus, as
noted, we have an interesting mystery that has survived for over
three centuries.

Over the years, there have been numerous theories put forward.
Though Venus has no satellite, the Earth is nearly full and in oppo-
sition as seen from Venus when that planet is dwindling into a nar-
row crescent in our telescopes; the Earth’s visual magnitude as seen
from Venus then reaches −6.4. Specular reflection of sunlight from
the oceans of the Earth may increase this further.17 Even so,
‘Earthshine’ on Venus cannot be the explanation; calculation after
calculation has shown that is much too feeble to explain the AL.

Other explanations have included Venusian aurorae,14,18

airglow emissions,9,19 lightning,8 and IR thermal emission from
the night-side.20

The physical study of the AL can be said to have begun with
the Soviet astronomer Nikolai Kozyrev, who detected emission
lines in the spectrum of the dark hemisphere of Venus on 1953
March 18.21 As noted above, this was at a time when visual ob-
servations of the AL were widely reported. He attributed these
emission lines to nitrogen in the planet’s atmosphere. Newkirk
obtained a spectrum in 195818 confirming two of Kozyrev’s lines
(4415 and 4435 Å) and found a third line at 4505 Å, but didn’t
attempt to identify them. (The 4415 Å line, at least, would corre-
spond to emission from OII.)

Other attempts at spectroscopy of the night-side of Venus have
yielded negative results,22,23 and other Earth-based techniques
have also failed to make unambiguous detections or give quantita-
tive information on the nature of night-side emission. Goody &
McCord24 used a photometric scanner to search at a high level of
sensitivity for emission on the dark limb, but found nothing, while
Cruikshank, W. K. Hartmann & T. Jones used an area-scanning
photometer to search for the glow at the inferior conjunction of
1975 August. Again the results were negative,9 though unfortu-
nately, around inferior conjunction in 1975, there were almost no
reports of the AL by BAA observers, for example.

The auroral and lightning theories have both been eliminated
because, though visible-spectrum night-side airglow on Venus was
discovered by the Venera 9 and 10 spacecraft and lightning has
also been confirmed from spacecraft observations, the illumina-
tion they produce is orders of magnitude too faint to be detectable
with the eye from Earth. We can also dismiss the fanciful ideas of
Franz von Paula Gruithuisen, according to which the AL was due
to a ‘general festival illumination’ on the crowning of a new Venusian
emperor, or to the burning of large stretches of jungle to produce
new farmland,25 as well as the proposal of Godfrey Sykes, Percival
Lowell’s man-of-all-work at Lowell Observatory, who − building
on his employer’s idea that Venus’ rotation was synchronous with
its period of revolution − suggested that the AL might be the faint
reflection of light from the Earth, the other planets, and the stars
from a perpetually frozen hemisphere of ice.26 The latter can be
safely ruled out on a planet whose surface temperature is hot
enough to melt lead.

What remains

‘Once you eliminate the impossible, whatever remains, no matter
how improbable, must be the truth.’ − Arthur Conan Doyle.

Apart from the various sources of illusion briefly adumbrated
above, it would appear that only two viable options remain to
explain the Ashen Light, assuming it to be a real phenomenon. The
first is the thermal emission theory. The second is the oxygen
emission theory.
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The thermal emission
theory

Here, the AL is supposed to be related to ther-
mal emission from the hot lower atmosphere
and the red-hot surface of Venus (which has a
temperature of 460° Celsius). The night-side
surface and even specific features such as
Aphrodite Terra have been imaged since 1991
by professionals with ground-based tel-
escopes in the 1.0µm near-infrared (IR) win-
dow;27,28,29 more recent work based on space-
craft observations is described by Bezard.30

Since 2004 amateurs also have obtained such
images. Also, many reports of the AL suggest
a brownish or coppery aspect. Since the absorption and light
scattering by sulphuric acid aerosols in Venus’ atmosphere are
weak at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, a number of au-
thors have proposed that, at least in principle, the lower atmos-
phere from 50 km down to the surface might produce a glow that,
for a suitably dark-adapted observer under the right atmospheric
conditions (both on Venus and the Earth), may be dimly per-
ceived at visual wavelengths.6,20,31

As plausible as this may appear, there are fatal flaws with this
theory as the explanation of the Ashen Light. For the following
reasons, we do not accept it as an explanation of the AL as seen by
visual observers of the planet.

To test the possibility that the AL arises from the thermal glow
of the hot surface of the planet, we can use the known temperature
of the surface (about 460° Celsius, or 734 Kelvin) to calculate the
amount of visible radiation that might be seen from a vantage
point in space, specifically from here on Earth. From Planck’s law,
we can calculate the amount of energy radiated from any surface at
a given temperature at every wavelength. Specifically, we can cal-
culate the amount of visible heat radiation that appears as light
from Venus’ surface and compare that quantity to the light from
the background sky against which Venus is observed. If the heat
radiation from Venus is greater than the background sky light at
visible wavelengths, then we can conclude that it would in princi-
ple be possible to see the radiation from the surface of Venus
against the sky.

When Venus is seen as a thin crescent, very near inferior con-
junction, it is normally observed in the daytime to avoid the bad
seeing near the horizon, and the disk of the planet presents its
largest diameter (about 57 arcseconds). Therefore, we compare the
brightness of Venus’ unilluminated hemisphere to the brightness
of the sky in daytime at visible wavelengths to determine if it could
possibly be visible to the eye.

Thermal emission of a body at Venus’ temperature reaches its
peak value at about 3.95 micrometers wavelength (invisible to
the eye), and decreases very rapidly toward shorter wavelengths
that the eye can detect. The longest wavelength visible to the
human eye is about 0.7 micrometers (equivalent to 7000Å or 700
nanometers). Using Planck’s law, we calculate that when Venus
is very near inferior conjunction, when at just a few degrees of
separation from the Sun, the intensity of the heat emission at 0.7
micrometers is some 30,000 times weaker than the brightness of
the sunlit sky. Our estimates of the brightness of the sky near the
Sun come from a study at the Haleakala solar observatory in

Hawaii, where the air is especially free of dust and aerosols, and
the sky is of ‘coronal’ quality. That means that a solar telescope
can view the Sun’s inner corona on an average day, without
having to wait for a total solar eclipse. But even at the longest
visible wavelength, the thermal emission from Venus’ surface is
far too weak to be seen against the background daytime sky
under the circumstances noted above.

The oxygen emission theory

The 1960s brought some intriguing new spacecraft results with
possible bearing on the AL, when ultraviolet photometers on the
Mariner 5 spacecraft detected an ultraviolet ‘night airglow’ on the
night limb. Researchers32 speculated that the emission might re-
sult from atmospheric chemistry, or from charged particle bom-
bardment from the Sun. Subsequently, Mariner 10 ultraviolet in-
struments detected both daytime and nighttime airglow around
1350 Å (extreme UV).33 This measurement of emission some ten
times brighter than theoretically expected was one of the major
surprises of the Mariner 10 mission.

In the 1970s, instruments on board the orbiting Soviet Venera 9
and 10 spacecraft first detected a number of bright bands in the
visible part of the spectrum of molecular oxygen (3000−8000 Å),
which are formed as oxygen atoms combine in the upper atmos-
phere of the night-side and emit light.34

At the time, this emission was widely mooted as the explanation
of the AL − at last! It certainly has remained the most promising
possibility − if not, almost, the last straw. A paper in 2012 that
appeared just as our research project was about to get underway35

offered a summary of ground-based observations of night-side
oxygen emission, noting particularly its very high degree of vari-
ability in intensity, correlated, apparently, with solar activity. The
oxygen (both atomic and molecular) depends on extreme ultravio-
let radiation from the Sun to excite it, but it can also be excited at
various levels in Venus’ atmosphere by electrons and ions.

Lawrence et al.34 found that a line at 4792 Å is the brightest of
the series, but lines in the yellow, green, and red parts of the visible
spectrum are also prominent. Though a solar correlation with the
AL has long been suspected (but never proved), the variability of
oxygen emission could account for the fact that the visibility of
the AL is notoriously variable. Oxygen emission (in contrast to
thermal emission) is also a phenomenon that is in principle observ-
able in the visible spectrum.

Table 1. Summary of visual observations of Venus by Brasch & Sheehan
during the inferior conjunction of 2012, indicating dates of suspected
positive and negative  AL

-------------- Filter --------------
Date Time (UT) Telescope Magni- Integrated  Green  Red  Violet
(2012) fication light 550 nm 640 nm 450 nm

Apr 30 02:00−03:00 C-14 ×162 none suspected partial* none
May 07 01:00−02:00 TMB-130, ×240, 232 none none none none

 C-11
May 12 02:00−03:00 C-11 ×116 to 232 none possible possible none
May 17 03:00 C-11 ×116 to 232 partial** suspected suspected none
May 28 01:30 C-11 ×116 to 232 none partial* suspected none
May 29 22:00 61cm Clark ×178 none none none n/a

* Partial: only a portion of the unlit disk closest to the crescent appeared to glow.
** Partial: cusp horn extension.
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Testing it out: Our observing campaign
at Lowell Observatory
In the spring of 2012, Venus came to a splendid elongation (for
Northern Hemisphere observers) in the evening sky after sunset,
and interest in the planet reached crescendo pitch with the transit
of Venus on 2012 June 5/6, the last to occur during our lifetimes. In
addition, at the beginning of the Venus observing window, a pro-
vocative article on the AL appeared in the widely read magazine
Sky & Telescope,31 which surely stimulated renewed interest.

Moreover, because of the availability of the internet, sightings
by observers could quickly be disseminated and corroborated (in-
dependent simultaneous reports of the AL having, with the few
exceptions described ear-
lier, always been sparse in
the historical record), while
advances in imaging tech-
nology (CCD/webcam) of-
fered the hope that the AL
might finally be imaged.

The lack of convincing
images of the AL is, in fact,
one of the most puzzling
aspects of the phenom-
enon. In the early 1990s,
the German astronomy
writer Daniel Fischer of-
fered an example of a CCD
image that purported to
show the AL. However,
that image now looks sus-
piciously like a case of fil-
ter leakage, and Fischer, a
keen student of the phe-
nomenon, has himself be-
come sceptical, noting that
just as amateur planetary
imagers have started to get
really good, reports have
dwindled. Fischer has in-
vestigated and written
about the AL for 25 years
without coming to any
definite conclusion. How-
ever, he points out that
‘not one believable CCD
image has turned up’, and
though formerly inclined to
accept the reality of the
phenomenon, now regards
it as ‘fringe science.’ The
AL, more than three centu-
ries after it was first reported
by Riccioli, has become a
kind of ‘Loch Ness Mon-
ster’ of astronomy.

In 2012, after a series of
e-mail exchanges, Brasch &
Sheehan (with a great deal
of advice from Cruikshank,

who had pondered the AL problem for fifty years, and a generous
loan of Cruikshank’s filters) resolved to undertake a systematic search
for the AL. We were, for reasons mentioned above, inclined to reject
the thermal emission theory, and took the view that the only feasible
explanation for the AL (assuming it was a real phenomenon) was
probably the oxygen emission theory. We were encouraged, moreo-
ver, that despite a dearth of reports of the AL in recent years, the Sun
was approaching sunspot maximum, and given the high degree of
variability of oxygen emission in intensity on the night-side of Ve-
nus and presumed correlation with solar activity, we thought we had
a reasonable chance of success.

Our plan was to make a series of visual and filter observations
as Venus approached inferior conjunction (and its transit across

Top: White light, unprocessed
Mid: Green filter, unprocessed
Bottom : Red filter, unprocessed

Top: White light, stretched
Mid: Green filter, stretched
Bottom: Red filter, stretched

Top: White light stack of 3, 2012 May 29,
22:00 UT
Mid: Green filter stack of 3 stretched,
2012 May 17, 3:00 UT
Bottom: Red filter, visual, 2012 May 28.Figure 2. Left & centre: Simulated Venus images created as described in the text.

Right: Actual images of Venus as described.
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the Sun). The filters were RG-series filters that Cruikshank had
obtained some years before from Edmund Scientific (glass, 2-inches
square). They were cut-on filters, transmitting all light longward of
the absorption edge. Each had a bandpass of 80nm, and the cen-
tral wavelengths were 450nm (blue), 550nm (green), and 640nm
(red). When acquiring these filters, Cruikshank specifically had
done so because the bandpass of each one included a bright oxy-
gen emission line, as detected in the dark side spectrum of Venus
years ago. Thus they were specifically acquired with the intention
of doing AL related research.

Thus equipped, Brasch & Sheehan observed Venus, both visu-
ally and with filters, on a number of occasions in 2012 April and May,
using several telescopes including a TMB-130 apochromatic refrac-
tor, a C-11 and C-14, and the 24-inch (61-cm) Clark refractor at Lowell
Observatory. The results of the observations are given in Table 1.

On several occasions the AL was suspected, as noted in the
table. It was very faint and elusive; we were reminded of a phrase
once used by Johann Schroeter, ‘it had the texture of thought.’
Only once, on May 16/17 when a horn extension was readily ap-
parent, was it suspected in integrated light observations, and then
it was evident in only a portion of the unlit disk closest to the
brilliant crescent. (This partial illumination of the night-side adja-
cent to the crescent is noted in many of the historical observa-
tions). On most occasions it was suspected in the green (550nm)
or red filter (640nm) but never in the violet filter (450nm).

We also did some digital imaging with a spectrum-enhanced
Canon 50D DSLR, in integrated light as well as through the filters.

In addition to covering the full visible spectrum, this camera’s
sensitivity extends into the far red (~700nm) well beyond conven-
tional DSLR models. On their face, the green-filter images, with the
bandpass centered on the oxygen ‘green’ line, appeared to show a
night-side glow. We were modestly excited at the possibility that
we had captured a certifiable image of the AL, and moreover ob-
tained a result that was consistent with a night-side glow in the
oxygen green line.

On the other hand, we wanted to make sure that light was not
being scattered from the brightly illuminated portion of the Ve-
nus image into the unilluminated region, possibly exacerbated
by the presence of the filter in the optical path, so as to create a
pseudo-AL effect. Following the example of Andrew Ellicott
Douglass and others who constructed artificial model planets
and made simulated observations to test the reality of features
reported on actual planetary surfaces, Brasch set up 3-inch
Styrofoam spheres in a 24×18 inch cardboard box, internally black-
ened with non-reflective construction paper. We checked the
literature on artificial planet experiments and, though we found a
great many on Venus,36 we did not find any specifically related to
the AL problem.

The Styrofoam spheres were illuminated with a standard 60-
watt spotlight shining through a 50×150mm slit on the wall of the
box, and the whole apparatus imaged in a darkened room with the
same Canon DSLR equipped with a standard 18−55mm zoom lens
set to 24mm at f/4.5. The camera was tripod mounted at a distance
of 30 cm from the artificial ‘Venus,’ set to ISO 400, and used to
obtain a series of exposures ranging from 1/30 to 1/125 sec de-
pending on the filter (Figure 2).

The simulation images are shown (top to bottom) minimally
processed in the series shown in the first column, and stretched
about 40 units with Levels in Photoshop. The actual Venus images
appear in the right hand column; these are stacks of 3 images each
combined in RegiStax and stretched with Levels in Photoshop to
the maximum usable level. The top image was obtained using the
Clark refractor stopped to 18 inches (46 cm); the green one was
shot two weeks before inferior conjunction with a C-11.

Unfortunately, we were unable to get any usable red filter im-
ages of the planet.

This simulation established to our satisfaction that both the
green and red AL perceptions were likely due to scattered light
from the illuminated to the unilluminated side, especially at thin
crescent. No AL was evident through the violet filter, either visu-
ally or in stacked images. That is a good internal control, since
there is little leakage there and no reports of visual AL in the violet
that we recall (probably entirely because the human eye is much
less sensitive to violet photons, which is why CCD images are
needed to give clear images of Mars, for instance, with the W47 or
equivalent violet filter).

None of the putative images of the actual AL can be regarded as
convincing. They appear to be due to filter leakage, crescent glare
and excessive image processing used to bring out dark-side detail.

It is, of course, difficult to prove a negative. It is possible that we
were just not lucky enough to have observed at a time when the AL
was visible, and we are well aware of the fact that one negative
series is not going to counteract the recorded history of over 300
years. Supposing that the oxygen emission line theory is correct, it
may be that emission strong enough to be visible occurs only in the
context of truly extraordinary events, such as coronal mass ejec-
tions. In that case, the AL may yet surprise − and again be seen by

Top: Violet light stretched.
Bottom: White light stretched, daylight
sky background.

Top: Violet filter visual,  May 13, two hours
before sunset.
Bottom: White light visual, May 13, two
hours before sunset, apparent Ashen glow.

Figure 3.  Further simulated (left) and actual (right) observations of the planet. See text.
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multiple observers, as was the case from time to time, as in 1953
March. It may be that there will be a credible CCD/webcam image of
the AL, and its existence vindicated.

For the time being, we can say no more. The Ashen Light cannot
yet be laid to rest, though inevitably it becomes a little harder to
believe in with each passing elongation. It may finally transpire that
the longest-standing mystery in Solar System astronomy is nothing
more than a stubborn illusion; but in the meantime, the observer
who enjoys a challenge is encouraged to remain on the qui vive.
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